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1991 Moot Court Competition Cornes to a Close 
by Srikant Ramaswami and Michael 
Radjavitdz, Editors 
For the past three weeks, the UB Law 
School has been abuzz with the excitement 
stnrounding the 5th Annual CharlesS. Desmond 
Memorial Moot Court Competition. A sub-
stantial number of second and third year stu-
dents participated, with nearly seventy teams 
contending for honors in this year's competi-
tion. Countless judges, ranging in experience 
from recent graduates to some who actually sit 
on the bench, volunteered their time to make 
this event possible, as did the many first years 
whoworkedasclerksinthepreliminaryrounds. 
The preliminary rounds took place dur-
ing the evening hours otlastTuesday, W ednes-
day and Thursday. Those teams who managed 
to submit their briefs on time, only about half 
ofthosecompeting, were forced to go off-brief 
only once, while those who were late had to 
take the off-brief position twice. This penalty 
is actually a very small price to pay when 
compared to the points docked for late briefs, 
one point for every 20-minute period or portion 
thereof. Eachside'sargurnentrequiresagreat 
deal of preparation, and it only gets easier the 
second time around, no matter which side is 
represented. 
After three exhausting preliminary 
rounds, the quarterfinals, and the semifinals, 
i 
K. Iii/Barr and Carla Goldstein, winners of the 199 I Charles S.Desmond Memorial 
Moot Catrt Competition. Carla also won second best oralist. 
Students Protest JAG Corps 
by Srikant Ramaswami, News Editor 
Twenty-five students gathered on the 
third floor of O'Brian Hall on Wednesday, 
October 17, toprotestthepresenceofmilitary 
recruiters at the law school. The protest comes 
on the heels of Governor Cuomo's refusal to 
enforce an order by the NY State's Division of 
Human Rights which declared that the law 
school Career Development Office fell under 
Executive Order 28. EO 28 prohibits state 
agencies from discriminating on the basis of 
sexual orientation. 
Brenda Mattar, the President of the Law 
Student Organization said that '' it is important 
to send a message of how we feel about the 
issue.' 'Mattar proposed that a strong message 
to the division of the human rights office was 
due. She clarified that the protest was not 
aimed at supporting, endorsing, or banning the 
military from campus, but when the military 
confonned to human rights, she said they would 
be welcomed. 
As the students assembled, the chants 
began. "Hey Hey Ho Ho, we've been jerked by 
Mario!" Open up the law school door, JAG 
Corps discriminate no more.'' The students 
marched up to the fifth floor chanting these 
slogans,outsidethedoorwhere~JAGCorps 
were holding interviews. 
The intense opposition toanti-discrimi-
nation at this university has an illustrious 
hisaory. In Septem~'t" 197 5 I JB I .aw School 
developeditsownC.arccrr>t.-vclop1111..111C)llicc 
(COO) and enacted an Anli-l>i.'il,Timinatinn 
Policy in order to prohibit employers who 
discriminate from using CDO' s facilities and 
support services. The Law School Faculty 
consistently amended this policy in response 
todevelopmentsinStateandFederallaws(i.e. 
adding, as protected, ''marital status'' in 1979 
and "veteran status" in 1983). 
In September 1988, the Law School 
Faculty unanimously voted to amend the COO 
Anti-Discrimination policy to include sexual 
orientation. This amendment is developed 
consistent with Governor Cuomo 'sExecutive 
Order#28 and SUNYBoardofTrustees' Reso-
lution83-216. 
On February 17, 1988PresidentSample 
announced that the entire Law School Anti-
Discrimination policy would be held in abey-
ance, for the first time in fourteen years, and 
that he, alone, would decide the policy for the 
entire university. 
However, on April 18, 1989, seventy-
five UB students demonstrated FBI recruit-
menteffortsatthe law school. Citing the FBI's 
policy of discrimination against gays and les-
bians, as well as a Federal District Court ruling 
that the FBI d!scriminates against Hispanics, 
the students blocked the doors and succ~fully 
kept the FBI from recruiting. 
On May 10, 1989,onewcekafterfinal 
exams, President Sample announced hisdeci-
sitm that he would allow employers who di-;-
c,Jtdim,ed on page 9 
only four competitors were left. Michelle 
Parker.MichaelCulp. CarlaGoldstein. K.Jill 
Barr. Different issues, opposing sides, one aim. 
Win. As the finals of the 1991 5th Annual 
Charles S. Desmond Memorial Moot Court 
Competition got underway on Saturday, Octo-
ber 26, 1991, at3:00 p.m., the air in O'Brian 
Hall's moot courtroom was filled with excite-
ment and tension. Would the petitioner or 
respondent win? How would the judges weigh 
the arguments? Whatkindso f questions would 
they ask? Would expert testimony on the 
''batteredwoman'ssyndrome''betheorderof 
the day? WouldMrs. Kathleen Young 'shospi-
tal statements be ruled admissible? 
Carla Goldstein was the first to speak, 
representing the petitioner, the People of the 
State of New York. She was extraordinarily 
articulate and superbly poised, answering the 
judges' questions on the admissibility ofex-
pert testimony with confidence and convic-
tion. Ms. Goldstein also did a superb job of 
getting back to her points after the judges tried 
to distract her. 
Michelle Parker, K. Jill Barr, and 
Michael Culp also displayed valiant efforts. 
They did well in the face of very difficult 
questioning. Michael Culp performed admira-
bly under the <.:ircumstances, standing his 
groundandhumorously dealing with the judges. 
The fivejudges-Doerr,Filvaroff,Jasen, 
Denman, and Callahan, did a good job of elic-
iting responses from the competitors with re-
gard to previously untouched issues. Some 
comparisons thatcome to mind are the differ-
continued on page 8 
1991 Moot Cmrt Finalists Michelle Parker 
and Michael Culp 
Registration Reverts·to 
''Lottery'' System 
The registration process at SUNY-
Buffalo Law Schoolhas been overhauledby 
KarenWaltz,RegistrarfortheLawSchool. 
Hitherto, the process had been operated on 
a first-come-first-served basis with stu-
dents ''camping'' out the night before the 
first day of registration. After a consider-
able amountof complaints from studentsof 
alll~els, the new lottery system was imple-
mented to provide a more egalitarian ap-
proach toward the course registration pro-
cess. 
Commenting upon the new system, 
SBA President Brian Madrazo stated "the 
new policy will relieve pressure on students 
who feel compelled to camp out to get their 
courses and is more equitable toward stu-
dents who cannot afford to camp out given 
their personal responsibilities toward fam-
ily, for example parenting, or due to living 
an excessive distance from the campus.'' 
Personally, Madrazo has beeninsupport of 
the new registration system for some time. 
SBA representative Darryl 
McPherson commented that ''it will be 
interesting to see what happens'' when 
questioned about the new process. 
Eva Doukakisreferred to the former 
systemas "barbaric" andpointedoutthat 
even if every student wanted to register 
earlier, there isn 'tsufficient space to afford 
them the opportunity. '' What alternative is 
there? I work two jobs, I don 'thave1hetirne 
to come here early in the morning to wait 
for registration to open.'' Last year the 
students waiting ovemightweremovedby 
Public Safety to the computer lab in Baldy 
Hall, with the public safety officers citing 
fire codes as the reason for moving the 
groupofstudents. 
SBA Director Norbert Higgins sup-
ported the change in registration and stated 
that '' this is a fair system allowing those 
students who don't have the resources to 
stay overnight for registration to get some 
of the courses they need.'' SBA Director 
Sabatino Santarpia strongly supported the 
change''it'sabouttirnewewereabletodo 
something aboutthemuch despised, self-
degrading pre-registration fiasco.'' 
New and improved R & W page 3 
Second Amendment page 6 
Half Court Press page 9 
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--1..: WITH THE ►-
Law student's discount of $200 will be deducted from the cost of $1,250 
for any student still in law school who registers for the Pieper New York 
Multi.state Bar Review Course by November 1, 1991. 
REGISTRATION MUST 
BE RECEIVED BY 
11/1/91 
--•~►-◄<9-.. , __ 
The Pieper Course Includes: 
* C,omplete lecture series 
* Essay writing 
* Multistate Practice 
and Exam 
* Multistate Professional 
Responsibility Exam 
(MPRE) 
* Multistate Volume 
* New York Law Volume 
* Professional Responsibility 
Volume 
* Plus - John Pieper's 
In-Class Guidance 
For more information see your Pieper Representatives or contact: 
PIEPER NEW YORK·MVLTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD. 
90 WILLIS AVENUE, MINEOLA, NEW YORK 11501 
Telephone:(516) 747-4311 
Tlae Bar Coar•e Th.at Ca.re•. 
PIEPER REPS.: Trini Ross & Sabby Charles Santarpa 
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by~~?ervations on New R &W Program 
The next two weeks will be very impor-
tant for 1 st year students. The Research & 
Writing Committee will be presenting its find-
ings to the SBA, who will then conduct an 
''informational'' Town Meeting to address 
issues and concerns. Unfortunately for stu-
dents, it is the faculty and administration who 
hold all the research & writing cards. 
After interviewing the ten R&W in-
structors and discussing the problem with the 
administration, it is clear that the hastily 
adopted new program lacks faculty support and 
a vision for the future. We enter November 
having only recently found out who will be 
teaching. Not one curriculum has been pre-
paredasofthisdate. The need forresearchand 
writing instructors has decimated the spring 
semester upper level course offerings. First 
year students have already lost faith in this 
experiment; last week, one R&W class had 
only 33 of8 l students in attendance. 
While the administration would have us 
believe differently, the new program has cre-
ated more problems than it has solved. Stress-
ing diversity ofsubject matter overwork norms 
andflexibilityoveroutput,theneedsofthefirst 
year students are to be served at the conve-
nience of the instructor. Diversity of subject 
matter is an interesting concept, but it cannot 
supplantindividualizedattention,athoroughly 
prepared curriculum, and instructors who are 
first and foremost dedicated to research and 
writing. The new program might prove to be 
superior to that which it replaces, but we have 
no guarantee that it will be. And what is lost 
includes continuity and an element of unifor-
mity that would ensure each student an ad-
equate research & writing experience. 
Professor Finley's Torts./R& W section 
shows thata faculty taughtR&W program can 
succeed. But consider that Professor Finley 
has a T.A. and only 13 students. What can 
studentsexpectfromaprogramwhereinstruc-
torswillhave25ormorestudentsandnoT.A.? 
Overworked faculty may face a choice be-
tween publication and research goals, their 
families, and their students. Are the · ·volun-
teers'' ready to sacrifice for their students, or 
have their choices already been secretly made? 
TheR&W Committee 'sMinimurn Stan-
dards will be proposed to the faculty Academic 
Policy & Programming Committee or APPC 
( which, curiously, has not yet met this semes-
ter). Students should consider the state of 
confusion surrounding the R&W program and 
urge the faculty to act now to change this 
situation, before it is too late. 
The author is co-chair of the SBA Re-
search & Writing Committee. 
Disabled Law Students Face Greater 
Difficulty in Shrinking Job Market 
byAnge/aGott, SBALiaisontoABA 
Handicapped Americans number an es-
timated 43 million people according to an 
article in February's Student Lawyer by Dale 
C.Moss, ''Disabled Law Students Face Many 
Barriers to the bar'' (Law Student Division, 
AB A Magazine )-approximately a thirdofthis 
group is hearing impaired and a sixth of this 
group is visually impaired. When you think of 
the population of the United States, some250 
million people who do not realize the portion 
which is disabled because historically they've 
been treated as though they don' texist. Indeed, 
historically they were kept away from society-
-out of sight, outofmind. In thelasttenyears, 
the number of disabled college students·has 
tripled and these num~ers are similarly in-
creasing at our country's law schools. 
According to StudentLawyer, "itused 
to be that blind and quadriplegic students or 
those with certain neurological disabilities 
(like Specific Learning Disabilities), were 
effectively prohibited from taking the LSAT. 
TherewasnoBrailleversionofthetestandno 
provision for giving disabled students extra 
time to have instructions and questions read 
aloud or assistance in handling papers and 
marking answers.'' Indeed, when I was a law 
student here from 1976 to 1979, the blind 
studentslknewbackthentoldmethatthislaw 
school simply dido 'trequire them to produce 
an LSA T score, since there was no way for 
them to be able to take the test. 
The law school here chose to review 
other criteria and evaluate the students with-
out the benefitofthis score device. But at other 
law schools, the burden was on disabled appli-
cants to be able to fit themselves to the LSAT 
test in the regular way it was administered 
despite barriers which tended to make the test 
all but possible to complete. According to 
Laura Cooper, chair of the ABA's Disabled 
~wyer's Committee, that once disabled ap-
plicantsmanagedtogetoverthishurdle,itwas 
then routinely expected for the disabled appli-
cants to have a higher score than their able-
bodied peers. Section 504 and recent ADA 
Legislation have been effective in ending this 
form of discrimination by Law School Admis-
sions policies and procedures. Since 1984, 
ETS (Educational Testing Service-creatorof 
the LSA T and MBE exams) has been willing 
to providecustomizedaccomodations for those 
disabled law students who request them. 
But the Student Lawyer article says 
' 'ETS flags the results, in forming law schools 
of the nature of the accommodations.so that 
each law school may make its own evaluation 
(ofthedisabledapplicant.)" Thisinformation 
will put the law: schools on notice that the 
student is disabled, even if the studentappli-
canthas decided notto tell the law school that 
he or she is applying to, of the existence of a 
disability. Handicapped applicants are pro-
tected by federal civil rights laws from having 
to admit the existence of a disability when 
applying to schools, so this confidentiality is 
effectively breached by ETS. 
Accomodations for handicapping con-
ditions after admission is "still very much ad 
hoc.'' Theodore Kovaleff, assistant dean at 
Columbia Law Schoo 1, has studied this matter 
and has • 'tentatively concluded that state 
universities and' 'hungry schools,'' paticularly 
those with new plants, are most likely to be 
attuneed to the needs of the disabled.'' All law 
students will generally agree that the "Law 
SchoolExperience" can be exceedingly frus-
trating at times. Therefore it seems quite 
logical thatdisabledstudents would be thought 
The disabled do 
not make it into 
the pie charts ... 
to experience an even higher level of frustra-
tion posed by the differing and specialized 
needs requirements. The question follows 
will they be able to handle the extra load of 
problemsandfrustrationsontopoftheregular 
Law School Experienc.e and should they be 
givenachancetotryit,attheexpenseofanon-
handicapped applicant? 
Those with' 'hidden'' handicaps, such 
as learning disabilities have an additional 
burden of proving that their handicap is real. 
According to Laura Cooper, ''It's frustrating, 
embarassing, and humiliating to discover that 
in order to be integrated you have to point out 
thatyouaredifferentand require special help.'' 
When you consider that there are 43 
million disabled Americans and the fact that 
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has been in 
place since 1977, and then look at any survey 
of · the American labor force, you will 
immediately realize that the disabled have 
been "a minority rarely visible and rarely 
acknowledged" and that is still largely the 
case at present! Surveys generally examine 
minorityemploymentintermsofraceandsex· 
rarely are disabled included as a category'. 
• 'The disabled do not make it into the pie 
charts'' when affirmative action programs are 
planned. The Student Lawyer article cites 
Census Bureau data stating that 3 S. 7 percent of 
dsabledmen,ages 16to64,areworkingfullor 
part-time and that a disabled man is almost 
three times as likely to be out of work as an 
able-bodied man. As for disabled women-only 
2 7. 5 percent are in the work force. 
The Student Lawyer article paints a 
pretty grim picture for disabled law student 
graduates being able to secure employment 
after graduation. ''The tendency continues 
strong among employers, especially law firms, 
to equate disability with inability'' according 
toDaleC.Mossinhisarticle. Hesaysthat"not 
all handicaps are equal in their effect upon a 
prospective employer's' favorite handicap' is 
'a clean orthopedic problem ... perhaps an 
amputee on crutches, or someone in a wheel-
chair with only partial paralysis of the lower 
limbs, according to a majorp lacementagency 
forthedisabled. '' 
Campus recruiting programs do little or 
nothing to help disabled students find employ-
ment and recruitment programs like job fairs 
forminoritiesneverincludethedisabledasan 
eligible minority for participation. The plan-
ners just haven't considered it, because more 
than likely, the planners are not disabled them-
selves and don't see how the world discrimi-
nates against the disabled too. The disabled 
are going to have to organize themselves to 
demand a piece of that pie chart before Career 
Placement Organizers do anything to promote 
thehiringofthedisabled. 
As if Law Shcool wasn't difficult 
enough, most of the disabled students realize 
that the next big hurdle will be passing their 
state's Bar Examinations, and they will be in 
needofaccommodationsonthoseexams. I feel 
that if the Law Schools take the action to admit 
these students and thus provide disabled stu-
dents spaces that able-bodies students origi-
nally took they are obligated to help those 
students who are successful in completing 
Law School to procure accommodations to the 
same extent for taking the Bar Examinations. 
It is not logical to put a minority group through 
the "Law SchoolExperience," ifupon gradu-
ation and duetodenialofproper andcomplete 
accommodations on the Bar Exam, these stu-
dents will not be ab le to pass and thus never be 
able to function as attorneys. Law Schools 
needtoeducatetheStateBoardsofBarExam-
iners and not leave individual handicapped 
students to hang in the wind alone and aban-
doned once they graduate. Laura Cooper calls 
this "a horrendous problem" and says that 
'' Bar review courses usually prohibit taping 
andareofteninaccessible." Ms. Cooper sums 
it up quite well in saying: ''Certain disabili-
ties, mainly neurological in origin, have yetto_ 
be recognized by examiners, and there is a lack 
of predictability and consistency in their ex-
temporized accommodations forothers.'' 
Justrecently, the Buffalo News carried 
an article that only 32 persons are being hired 
to police 650,000 businesses across the Nation 
to ensure compliance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. It is clear to me, that the 
federalcourtsaregoingtobefacedwithforcing 
employers to hirethedisabled,justas they've 
forced the hiring ofotherminorities. Voluntary 
Compliancedoesn 'tseem to be• 'TheAmerican 
Way!" 
'DANCES WITH 
WOLVES' ISN'T 
JUST HISTORY 
by SaultanH. Baptiste 
The battle of the Wild West is 
still being fought in the great plains of 
Alaska as Congress decides the fate of 
theGwich'in Indian Nation. Indigenous 
to northeastern Alaska and northwest-
ern Canada, the centuries old tradition 
of the Gwich 'in Athabascan Indian is 
threatened in the name of' 'progress''. 
OnOctober22, 1991,JosephHill 
spoke in the U.B. Law School lounge 
regarding the destruction of the Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge in Alaska. The 
event was sponsored by the National 
Lawyers Guild and the Native Ameri-
can Peoples Alliance. 
Joe Hill spent last summer in 
Arctic Village, Alaska, where he lived 
among the Gwich'in Indians. While 
there he ate the food on which these 
people thrive - the porcupine and the 
caribou. Thecaribou,adescendentof 
themoose,isthefocalpointoftheirway 
of life. Like the buffalo of the west, 
these indians rely on this animal as 
their core source of food, clothes, and 
tools. The birthplaceandnurse:rygrounds 
of these animals is the target of major 
oil drilling and development. 
The developers say that the oil 
drilling will not destroy the environ-
ment, but the Gwich' in Indians fear that 
an accident, such as the one caused by 
Exxon in the Prince William Sound, is 
possible and will destroy an entire eco-
system and their means of life. 
Caribou biologists have already 
seen dramatic changes in the mortality 
rate of these animals and say that a 
change in their migration path will 
result in the reduction o f20-40% o fthe 
herd. The lack of this most important 
resource may force the Gwich 'in Na-
tion to rely on welfare and food stamps 
and learn anew dietwhichmaydamage 
theirirnrnunesystem Currently80%of 
aGwich'inlndian'sproteincomesfrom 
the caribou. 
Maybe Congress thinks that Indi-
ans are not important enough to con-
sider when making energy decisions, 
but the 9000 members of the Gwich 'in 
IndianNationaremountinganaggres-
sive battle to sustain their life in Alaska. 
TheGwich 'in Indians are asking Con-
gress to declare the area targeted for 
drilling a "Wilderness Area" and it 
would therefore be permanently pro-
tected. The Gwich' in Indians feel that 
to allow this form of destruction would 
violate their internationally protected 
civil rights. According to Article 1 of 
the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, the Gwich'in Nation 
claims that they, as a people, ·•may in 
no case ... be deprived ofif sown means 
of subsistence." Canada has already 
protected its portion of the land as a 
wilderness area. 
It is estimated that approxi-
mately 3.3 million barrelsofoilexist in 
the targeted area. The question is 
whetherornotsixmonthsofoilisworth 
destroying a whole culture. As said by 
Sarah James, a resident of Arctic Vil-
lage before the Subcommittee on Fish-
eries, Wildlife Conservation and the 
Environment,· 'This is notjustanenvi-
ronmental issue, it is about the survival 
ofanancientculturethatdependsonthe 
caribou. Itisaboutourbasictribaland 
human right to continue our way of 
life." 
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EDITORIAL 
Few skills are more fundamental to the attorney than the ability to do competent 
research and to write effective legal documents. In the final analysis o fa legal education, 
perhaps this is the most tangible skill acquired by all students who attend law school. 
Given this cardinal role of our collective future, the Research and Writing (R&W) 
program'sfutureatSUNY-Buffalobasbeentheconcemofmanystudents,professorsand 
administrators. TheSpring 1992R&Wprogrambasbeenproposedinaskeletalformand 
has been greeted with apprehension on the part of the students. The program is an 
experimental one with the proponents putting forth their best face and promising a full 
faith effort on the part of the educators. 
Law students at all levels are viewing the R& W program in a skeptical manner, 
the first year students wondering what benefits they will receive from the exercises and 
the rest concerned with the impact upon employment opportunities. The aspect of the 
present program that bas raised eyebrows is the involvement offaculty at the level that 
used to be occupied by teaching assistants. These faculty members have not been known 
for their involvement in R& W and the new found willingness to participate has students 
wondering about the motivation o fthose faculty members. Common concerns among the 
student body are whether the faculty will devote the time necessary to make the program 
aneffectiveoneandwhetherthefacultyinvolvedarequalifiedtoteacbanR&Wprogram. 
These questions have been met with surprise that the collective integrity of the educators 
at the law school is being questioned concerning the topics ofeducation and the welfare 
of the student.body. The questions asked by the students are aimed at strengthening the 
program, not at tearing it down. Many of the students at SUNY -Buffalo have professional 
experienceinonerealmoranotherandshouldnotbedismissedforlackofadministrative 
knowledge. 
To be part of a new program or grand experiment is something of intrinsic value. 
However, wbenthecostofthatexperienceisalossofanelementalabilityinone'scbosen 
profession, the price becomes too acute to be stoically endured. 
Copyrightl99l. TheOpinion,SBA. Anyreproductionofmaterialsbereinisstrictly 
prohibited without the express consento fthe Editors. The Opinion is published every two 
weeks during the Fall and Spring semesters. It is the student newspaper of the State 
University ofNew York at Buffalo SchoolofLaw. Theviewsexpress~d in this paper are 
notnecessarilythoseoftheEditorsorStaffofTheOpinion. TheOpinionisanon-profit 
organization, thirdclasspostageenteredatBuffalo,NY. Editorialpolicyom1eOpinion 
is determined by the Editors. The Opinion is funded by the SBA from Student Law Fees. 
The Opinion welcomes letters to theed itor but reserves the right to edit forlength 
and libelous content. Letters longer than three typed double spaced pages will be edited 
forlength. Pleasedonotputanytbingyouwishprintedunderourofficedoor. Submissions 
can be sent via Can1pusor United States Mail to TheOpiniol!, SUNY AB AmherstCampus, 
724John LordO 'Brian Hall, Buffalo, New York l 4260orplacedinlawscboolmailboxes 
44 3 or 512. Deadlines for the semester are the Friday before publication. 
Submissions forTheOpinion should 
be typed and double-spaced or on 
IBM compatible disk of either3.5'' 
or 5.25" format, using any of the 
followingprograms:MicrosoftWord, 
MSWmdowsWrite,ASCIItext, 
MultiMate,WmdowsWord,Word 
Perfect4.2/5.1,orWordstar. 
P110,- d. Th,- Onininn Ortnh.i>r ')O 1001 
Letters to the Editor 
Cartoonist Replies 
This letter comes in response to Scott 
Rudnick'slettertotheeditot, which appeared 
in the October 15, 1991 issueofTheOpinion, 
attacking the cartoon entitled, "Any Differ-
ence." 
Although I don• t intend to make a habit 
ofcommenting on future cartoons, I do believe 
that your letter compels me to respond, Mr. 
Rudnick, not so much because of its lack of 
open-mindedness, or the fact that you found it 
a convenient vehicle for couching your deep-
seated disdain for the United States military 
(and their apparent fight for the new world 
order"), but more so because of the vitriolic 
attack you launched against me personally. 
The cartoon" Any Difference"posed 
the question, ''Whatdifference would it make 
if the Judge Advocate General's Corps (JAG 
Corps)was banned from using the career devel-
opment office and interviewing students here 
at the law school?" The obvious answer to that 
questionistbatitwouldn'taccomplishadamn 
thing towards meeting its objective, which I 
assume is to end the discriminatory hiring 
practices of the Armed Forces. Instead, ban-
ning theJAGCorps would only serve to deprive 
many more students of the opportunity to inter-
view with the JAG Corps if they bad the desire 
todoso. 
Who do you really punish by notallow-
ingtheJAGCorpsoncan1pus,Mr. Rudnick? It 
certainly isn't the JAG Corps; they can go 
elsewhere and continue discriminating against 
gays and lesbians, those over thirty-five years 
old,andthedisabled. It's your fellow students 
who would have been punished, Scott, if the 
Lesbian and Gay Law Student Organization 
(LGLSO) and the National Lawyer's Guild 
(NLG) had actually been successful in their 
legal action against SUNY-Buffalo. In your 
letter, Mr. Rudnick, you suggest that the point 
of my cartoon ' 'should have been that punitive 
action was taken against the ones who denied 
the opportunities." Well, tbatwasthepointof 
my cartoon because the LGLSO and the NLG 
were the ones who would have "denied the 
Moot Thanks 
To the Editor: 
MembersoftheMootCourtBoard wish 
to extend their thanks to the University of 
Buffalo Law Alumni Association for their 
generous contribution toward the awards ban-
quet held at the conclusion of each year's 
competition. 
In recognition of this gift, the Board has 
titled thedinnerthe Law Alumni Association 
Awards Dinner. The banquet is the culmina-
tionofagreatdeal ofhardwork bythecompeti-
tors and by the members of the board. 
The annual Charles S. Desmond Moot 
Court Competition is a crucial element in the 
training of future attorneys. The competition 
providesarigorouslegalwritingandoraladvo-
cacy experience for all who participate. A 
banquet made possible by the Law Alumni 
Association is a fitting tribute to past and 
present contributors. 
At this year's banquet, top competitors 
were awarded with plaques in recognition of 
their achievements. The plaques were spe-
cially designed this year to honor the Honor-
able Michael F. Dillon, the former Presiding 
JusticeoftheAppeUate Division, Fourth De-
partment. Justice Dillon, who sat annually as · 
a judge in the final round, died earlier this year. 
His insightful questions fired at competitors 
were truly missed this year. 
Matthew P. Worth 
TreasureroftheMootCourt 
SBA 
Halloween 
Party 
details on page 7 
opportunities.'· 
Mr. Rudnick, it seems that your solution 
to the problem of discriminatory hiring prac-
tices in the United States Armed Forces is to 
ban the military from campuses all across this 
country, with the hope that someday they may 
abandon their ideology. Am I to assume then 
that if we were having this same debate during 
the era of the schoo I desegregation cases that 
you would advocatetbatnobody should have 
been allowed to go attend school and have an 
opportunity to get an education until everyone 
was allowed to attend the same school? 
Thus, the real issue appears to be one of 
perception, whether the glass is half-empty or 
half-full. At present, some students are ''al-
lowed" to interview with the JAG Corps, thus 
affording some students a career opportunity. 
However, if you take that opportunity away 
from those students what purpose is served? 
Aren't we just going backwards? How are 
those students who are discriminated against 
helpedbydenyingothersanopportunity? Ifwe 
keep emptying the glass we'll never find a 
solution, will we? 
What you should have done, if your 
objective was to eliminate the discriminatory 
hiring practices of the Armed Forces, is insti-
tuted a suitagainst the JAG Corps or the entire 
Armed Forces of the United States, not against 
SUNY-Buffalo. Taking opportunities away 
from your fellow classmates will definitely 
not win you any new supporters, no matter bow 
admirable your cause may be. In addition, 
writing a letter that portrays someone who 
disagrees with your point of view as a "fas-
cist'' or a " gay basher" certainly won 'thelp 
you win friends and influence people either, 
Scott. Compelling your fellow classmates to 
forego opportunities to further a cause that):'.!!Y 
ml they should support once again evidences 
thenarrow-mindednessofcertainfactionsof 
the liberal mindset at this school. 
Although I doubt it, I wonder if this 
response makes·' Any Difference?" 
· Sincerely, 
Bill Kennedy, 2L 
NuclearWar Prevention 
Studies 
To the Editor: 
While the changes in the U.S.-Soviet 
relationship are fostering disarmament on a 
scale which was previously unimaginable and 
even now bard to believe, let us remember that 
the current global environment continues to 
foster potential catastrophe. The' 'Cold War'' 
may be over, but, as events in the Middle East 
prove, conditions existed for increased nuclear 
proliferation with all of the potential dangers 
which accompany it. 
We as a community will soon be af-
forded the unique opportunity to gain an aware-
ness about the political, technical, and envi-
ronmental issues which can lead to nuclear 
proliferation and to discuss hqw we can effect 
safesolutions. Theevent,co-sponsoredbythe 
University at Buffalo's Nuclear War Preven-
tion Studies Graduate Group and the Cornell 
University Peace Studies Program, is a na-
tional conference on ' 'Nuclear Proliferation 
and the Security Imperative" to be held in 
O'BrianHall, November 1-2. Numerous ex-
perts from academia, government and interna-
tional organizations will be outlining both 
future risks and solutions to the nuclear prob-
lems which we all face. 
Among the participants will be ac-
claimed author and physicist Freeman Dyson 
of the Institute for Advanced Studies, Princeton, 
New Jersey; Joseph Pilot of Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory; and Anatol Rapoport of the 
University ofT oronto Peace Studies Program. 
All events are free and open to the public. The 
issues are timely and most worthy of your 
thoughtful participation. 
Peace, 
Jonathan F. Reichert 
Professor o fPhysics 
Director, Nuclear War Prevention 
Studies, SUNY Buffalo 
Life is a challenge. Now I realize 
that that is not great revelation, but 
sometimes it surprises me how the human 
spirit endures through adversity. Having 
just finished the Desmond Moot Court 
Competition, I have first hand knowledge 
of what it's like. Just getting to the point 
where I could viably compete was tough 
enough for me. I lost two partners before 
being perfectly matched with The 
Opinion's Managing Editor, Andrea 
Sammmarco. Our attitudes toward the 
competition were compatible, which made 
going through the who le thing much easier. 
And being paired with The Opinion's best 
writer, I didn't have to worry about the 
quality o fher brief. 
Where Moot Court has been 
concerned, Icameoutprettylucky. Ibadan 
excellent partner, who was intelligent, 
industrious, and most importantly, fun. 
Everyone continually told me that I would 
have fun during the competition. Truth to 
tell, I found the experience extremely stress-
ful and detrimental to my studies. (Also, 
due to a New York Practice make-up class 
on Thursday night, my record of having 
never missed a class since 7th grade was 
shot.) The only real joy I got out of it was 
forging a stronger friendship with Andrea, 
and going to the celebrations when it was 
finally over. 
Personally, I have no ambitions re-
garding Moot Court. I didn 'twantto go to 
thefinalrounds,andldon'texpecttogeton 
the Board. I'm a realist, and I know where 
my talents lie. For me, it was satisfying 
enough to see Marc Hirschfield, Kimberly 
Danz~ David Niles, and Eric Nordby make 
it through. Allofthemarethirdyear former 
Section Three classmates who are daz-
zlingly intelligent, and much deserving of 
the honor of advancing. I hope they make 
the Board too. 
The one thing thatsurprisedmewas 
the general good sportsmanship 
(sportspersonship?) that prevailed through-
out. Everyonehadkindwordsabouttheir 
competitors, and seemed to wish their class-
mates well. I never encountered any cut-
throat attitudes. I bad the disconcerting 
experienceofarguingoff-briefagainstmy 
good friend Mr. Hirschfield. Though we 
didn't have to find out, we decided to hear 
whowon. IwasgladthatMan:andKimwon 
because I felt they deserved it. Though 
through thecourseoftheweek Andrea and 
Iworkedhardonourargurnents,Marcand 
Kim put in the time worthy of the champi-
onship competitors they turned out to be. 
I didn't want Moot Court to become 
an obsession. Once I teamed up with 
Andrea, we both agreed that we weren't 
going to go crazy producing the brief. Stil~ 
when it came time to prepare our oral 
arguments, it seemed that Andrea and I 
spent a great deal of time in the Opinion 
office preparing. My .. life, moreso tban 
Andrea's (who went to the Bills Monday 
night game), pretty much went on hold for 
theweek. Thatamazesmebe<.:auscldidn't 
expect that I would put that mu<.:h energy 
into it. Ididn'tthinklcould. 
lsupposesomepartofmedidn'twant 
to make a fool of myself in front of the 
judges; even though I had psyched myself 
into believing that the judges and their 
comments were irrelevant to me and my 
life. Now that it's thankfully over, I ask 
myself ifl learned anything. I discovered 
that fear wasn't a problem. Facing the 
judges didn't bother me nearly as much as 
the sacrifices I made in my life to getto that 
point. I now know that I can handle public 
speaking, but again, that wasn't much ofa 
problem to begin with. So, did I waste my 
time doing Moot Court? 
Idon'tthinkso. 
ThescoringofMootCourtisn'tbased 
on one· s substantive argument, but rather 
how the person handles the situation. I can 
apply the same rationale to this experience. 
Generally, I whined and moaned throughout 
the competition, butl needed some kind of 
release. I'ma bomcomplainer,andl usually 
see the negative first. Overall, I can't say 
I'm glad I did it; that overstates the case. I 
am glad it's over, and I'm left with an odd 
feeling of satisfaction. As lastyear'squar-
ter finalist Nicole Moss instilled within me, 
it was an experience I should have, and I'm 
hesitantly forced to agree. The final conclu-
sions of its impact on my life though, I'll 
decide at a future time. 
I will admit this much, however. De-
spite that I continually told myself this 
didn't matter to me, I somehow found the 
experience much more rewarding when I 
wastoldthatAndreaandlwonourroundon 
the third night. Finishing with a victory 
virtually validated all of my time and effort. 
TI,at' s a selfish conclusion to reach, I real-
ize, but it sure feels great. Surviving the 
challenges oflife tends to do that I suppose. 
A final note to Moot Board member 
• # • 
Tovvard Mid-East Peace 
byAntlwny J. Colucci, Jr. Class of 1958 
We are compelled to respond to David 
Lask's Commentary that appeared in your 
September 3rd issue. 
Mr. Lask chose as his title "A Justifica-
tion for the Shamir-Likud Position." The 
article is conspicuously absent of any demon-
strative objective statements that explain away 
the present dilemma as we all concurrently 
search for lasting peace in the Near East. 
We, of course, is plural and we mean 
here not only the theological groups (namely 
Christians, Jews and Moslems) but also the 
peace loving nations of the world and their 
contribution towards a meaningful and equi-
table enduring peace. 
History regretfully is somewhat differ-
ent from theassurnptions put forth by Mr. Lask. 
First, as we all are aware, historically the 
struggle between Palestinian Arabs and Pales-
tinian Jews started after World War I. At that 
point,approximately ten percentofthepopu-
lationofPalestinewasJewish. Between 1920 
and 194 7 when the partition of Palestine was 
proposed by the United Nations, the Jewish 
population increased to approximately 31 per-
cent. The balance was Christian and Moslem. 
In 1948, after the UN declaration of the 
State of Israel, the communities (Arab and 
Jew) were torn apart seemingly irrevocably by 
the evacuation of Jews from the Arabic land, 
i.e. the West Bank, Gaza Strip, Golan Heights, 
etc. and the forceful displacement for over 
750,000 Palestinians, Arabs and Christians 
who fled the new Jewish state. War followed 
war. All this is a matter of history. 
A lasting peace needs by it terms to be 
an equitable resolution of the myriad issues 
that now remain as part of the Israel/Palestin-
ian initiative. For example, how best do we 
resolve the matter ofthePalestinianArab who 
was forcefully displaced from his homelands 
(as a result of the partition) and whose real 
estate was forcefully acquired by the New 
Jewish State? Conversely, how do we legiti-
mately satisfy the Israeli nation to the propos-
als for an enduring and lasting peace? 
Contrary to Mr. Lask 'sratheremotional 
review, there is absolutely no doubt that the 
Israelis never considered at any time that the 
West Bank, Golan Heights and the Gaza Strip 
were theirs by right of law or by right of 
conquest. In fact, they carefully articulate two 
concepts both of which negate such a conclu-
sion. TbefirstisthatverynastywordofWorld 
War II fame ''annexation.•· Here they have 
utilized the concept for the forceful incorpora-
tion of the Golan Heights without UN approval 
or for that matter without Syrian approval. 
Annexation was the gravamen for the invasion 
/1011-rH 2.. 
oflraq! Anrn:xationwa:;thegravamen for the 
beginning olWorld War U when Nazi Gennany 
utilized the ame concept as they invaded 
Czechoslovakia and Austria. lfweareto obey 
the rule o naw, where is the justification for the 
Republic oflsrael to continue its occupation of 
the Golan Heights? 
Now let us turn to the "prizes" of the 
right of conquest. Here we have Mr. Lask 
embracing a lifting of the so called Arabic 
boycott; an urge for'· additional settlements•· 
in the" occupied" territories and an attemptto 
become quite hawkish by making it clear that 
Israel has an uclear arsenal and, therefore, will 
acquire its goals "peace ornot." 
No one in the Israeli government ever 
dreamed of settling the occupied territories by 
the very definition of the word ''occupied.'· 
The settlements came as a result of several 
Jewish families in good faith deciding to con-
duct their ' 'Seder'' in a local hotel in the West 
Bank City ofHebron in 1968. We all know that 
the ritual meal celebrates the exodus of the 
Jews from slavery in Egypt. To these good and 
well intending religious Jews, having their 
Seder dinner in the biblical lands symbolized 
the return of the Jews to Israel. 
Further, to state that Israel will not 
consider ' 'land for peace• ' runs contrary to 
history since we all know that Prime Minister 
Begiq clearly conceded land for peace with 
Egypt in 1978. Moreover, President Carter 
came away from the negotiations believing 
Mr. Begin had agreed to not only along-term 
freeze on settlements but a final plan on 
Palestinian autonomy. 
As one looks carefully at the documented 
references at the State Department, there is 
absolutely no doubt thatMr. Begin had agreed 
to the freeze and to keeping the faith with Mr. 
Carter. 
The problem with Mr. Lask 's position is 
the fact that the Likud Party barely manages to 
govern without the constant day-to-day support 
of the far right splinter parties. The latter, of 
course, advocate additional settlements and 
why not? If this logic is correct and you have 
the military might, why not push the Palestinian 
Arabs right out of the partitioned occupied 
territories! This will provide comfort and 
perhaps "land security" to the Republic of 
Israel, but will it ever gain lasting peace in the 
Middle East? 
Accordingly, instead of rattling our teeth 
as to Israel' smilitary might, David Lask ( who 
lassumeisalaw student) should well heed the 
mandateo four profession in resolving matters 
( including international issues) by negotiations, 
by compromise, by accord and by satisfaction. 
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Constitutionally Speaking:What 
Does the Second Amendment 
Really Say? 
byldmFoudy 
· 'A well-regulated militia being neces-
sary to the security of a free state, the right of 
the people to keep and bear Anns shall not be 
infringed. '' 
Guncontrolissueshavebeeninthenews 
again lately, remember the debate over the 
Brady bill, not to mention what occurred in 
Texaslastweek. Wheneverthedebateheatsup 
someone will bring up the second amendment 
to the US constitution. 
Sad to say my introduction to Constitu-
tional interpretation was via an NRA publica-
tion about 7 years ago. The topic was the 2nd 
amendment, or as they cite it, ' 'the right... to 
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.' '. As 
I recall the author of this article said that the 
amendment means what the NRA wanted itto 
mean and that any form of gun control was 
unconstitutional. (Unless of course one had 
been a convicted felon or had a psychiatric 
history.) Fortunately, or unfortunately, the NRA 
is not responsible for interpreting this or any 
other constitutional issue. 
The second amendment apparently deals 
with a 'collective' right (some StateConstitt!-
tions do specifically refer to an individual 
right). It has two basic origins; the English Bill 
ofRightsofthelate 17th century and Colonial 
experience just prior to the Revolution. Under 
the English Bill ofRights the Monarch was not 
allowed to maintain a standing army, in peace-
time, withouttheconsentofParliament. In our 
Constitution Congress was given the authority 
to raise armies and navies. The English laws 
also stated thatProtestantshad the right to arm 
themselves. This was in response to past expe-
rience with a Catholic king who sought to 
disarm the Protestant majority. 
In the Colonies England had begun to 
maintain a standing army, ostensibly for the 
Colonies' protection. The Colonists did not 
approve, fora variety ofreasons. The colonists 
had no voice in Parliament, therefore they felt 
that no standing army should stand in their 
midst. The colonists also felt that they could 
adequately (best) defend themselves through 
their own militias. The basic idea was that a 
free people with their own well-regulated 
militia could not be oppressed. That is where 
that phrase comes into the picture. The key 
wording is: well-regulated. A disorganized 
militiaofindividuals wouldn't be very effec-
tive at protecting the common good, the colo-
nists did not believe in vigilantism. 
Theotherhalfoftheamendmentcanbe 
readsimply;peopleisconstitution-speakfora 
collection,notindividuals,keepdoesnotmean 
own or possess. That last distinction is very 
important. National guardsmen "keep and 
bear" arms. They do notown them and possess 
them in their homes for their individual protec-
tion. 
Ofcourseitis the Supreme Court which 
has the final word on Constitutional interpre-
tation. The last time the Supreme Court di-
rectly tackled aguncontrollaw was in Miller 
Y..JlS., 1939. An appeals court had held the 
National Firearms act of 1934 to be invalid. 
The Supreme Court reversed, stating that the 
ideaofthe 2nd amendmentwasobviouslythe 
preservation of the militias, and a law which 
(among other things) reguiated·the length of 
shotgun barrels had no connection to that pur-
pose. In 1983 the Supreme Court let stand, 
without comment, an Appeals Court decision 
upholding theMorton Grove, m. handgun ban. 
An interesting second amendment case 
is thatofPeipich v US DepartmentofDefense, 
which was a definite second amendment case 
andhadnothingatalltodowiththeissueofgun 
control or individual rights. TheGovemorof 
Minnesota was challenging the Departmento f 
Defense'srighttosendGuardsmenontraining 
missions to Central America. If that is a second 
amendment issue then whatis the NRA talking 
about? 
At times lower Federal courts and State 
courts have interpreted the second amendment 
to give an individual right, but the Supreme 
Court has never even leaned in that direction. 
I'm not going to get into whether or not gun 
control, or registration or actual bans are good 
ideas ornot, whatl am saying is that it is largely 
(I say largely because there may be some type 
of dueprocessright, either in liberty or property) 
nota Constitutional issue, atall. (A conclusion 
which surprised me). 
BarRevu 
BarRevuUpdate 
Drama. Excitement. Sixteen pound 
balls, thundering toward unsuspecting fi-
berglass pins. Bowling. 
Sheridan Lanes (' 'where George 
grew up'') was the scene of the latest Bar 
Revu bowling and brew-fest. The 
competition was fierce; friendships were 
tried. But our happy Revu-ers, after 
repairing some interpersonal damages, 
managed to sample many of the fine draft 
beverages available for human consump-
tion. Nursing their pride and a few of the 
finer imported, each revu-er vowed to 
doublehisorherbowlingscoreatthenext 
annual bowlingandfbrew bash. Therevu-
Movie Review 
by Renee Walner 
Frankie and Johnny originated as an off-
Broadway play in New York telling the story of 
two lonely, plain, middle-aged people, a wait-
ress and ashortorder cook. who have given up 
hopethattheywouldeverbein love. They have 
long reconciled themselves to this, and live 
without any expectations. However, they fall 
in love despite their long held convictions. 
Kathy Bates (Misery) and F.Murray Abraham 
(Amadeus) played the couple in a decidedly 
unglamorous manner, making their newly 
formed relationship all the more poignant. 
Frankie and Johnny has been adapted 
into a feature film comedy-drama, with a 
revised screenplay by Terrence McN ally, and 
with typical Hollywood panache features the 
pointedly un-frurnpy Michelle Pfeiffer and Al 
Pacino. The new movie, directed by Garry 
Marshall, though hardly resembling the play, 
is an entertaining and evocative film. 
Michelle Pfeiffer gives a terrific perfor-
mance as Frankie, a waitress in her mid thir-
ties, who, due to a series ofbad relationships, 
has determinedly reconciled herself to never 
being apartofacoupleagain. She is obviously 
unhappy,yetisunableandunwillingtoresolve 
this. Despite the hurt she feels, she is not bitter 
or resentful. She is living alifeof quiet despera-
tion, and the anonymous nature ofNew York 
allows her to do so with little interference. 
Frankie's circle of acquaintances is confined 
to her co-workers, the restaurant regulars and 
ers then made it to a Moot court party and 
sampledsumeofthe finer free brew avail-
able in Buffalo. 
After this week's bye, the Bar Revu 
prepares for the big SBA Bash at 573 
Linwood Ave. this Thursday, All Hallows 
Eve. And don ' teven thinkaboutattending 
without a costume. 
The Bar Revuhas selected a Hallow-
een theme: come as your favorite biblical 
character (please note: we still need a 
Lazarus, but the Burning Bush is taken). So 
once again, please join us for an evening of 
revelry and boisterous tales ( rumor is that 
BobG. will be telling "my trip to Washing-
ton' ' stories around the deep-fryer). 
Remember,ifyoudon'tshowupthis 
week, we might never ask again. 
her best friend, a gay neighbor. Pfeiffer de-
serves much credit for projecting a quiet real-
ism to her role. She has managed to go beyond 
her looks in projecting a woman who has had 
some troubling experiences. Pfeiffer' scharac-
terization is subtle, and quite natural. 
Johnny, played by AlPacino, isanewly 
hired short-order cook in the restaurant. He has 
just been released from prison, where he served 
time for check forgery . He has undergone a 
catharsis while in prison. His confinement has 
allowedhimtodiscoverapassionforcooking, 
which gives him anew zest for life. He has done 
a lot ofreading, and thinking, and emerges as 
a man who is in touch with what is important 
in life. At the restaurant, he falls for Frankie 
and pursues her. He is convinced that they are 
a perfect mat.ch, and despite Frankie's efforts 
to withstand a relationship, never loses his 
determination. Pacino pursues this role with 
exuberance, and is winsome and appealing. 
Hisreturntothescreenhaslongbeenoverdue. 
Gary Marshal, who in previous films 
tends to be unduly sentimental, deserves credit 
for toning it down. The more light-hearted 
scenes play well. The film moves fast, yet 
gives attention to details. McNally deserves 
credit for a well-written screenplay with real 
insight and depth into human relationships. 
Also deserving notice is the colorful, support-
ing cast that helps to provide the film's comic 
moments, most notably the waitresses Cora 
and Nedda playedby Kate Nelligan and Jane 
-Morris,andFrankie' snextdoorneighbor Nathan 
Lane. 
A Slice of The Onion for Halloween 
bylackO'Lantem 
Due to unforeseen technical difficulties 
withequipmentsupplied by the UB. Law School 
AIV Department, the article reporting on last 
Wednesday's presentation by Virginia Leary 
on the United Nations ConjereT1CeonE11viron-
ment and Development to be held in Brazil in 
June, I 99 2, has been replaced with a.fictitious 
rendition of possible events to occur at this 
Thursday's Halloween Party. 
TheltalianLoaferdidnotcome. None-
theless, it was thatkindofnightand there was 
that kind of feeling. Cato, the official SBA 
mascot, was the first to arrive sporting a thick 
blackbeardandmoustache,twopairsofoutra-
geous hiking boots with pink laces and along 
rawhidecoat. Noonecouldguesstheidentity 
of the human he attempted to emulate, as 
everyone inundated the poor animal with the 
query, "Whoareyousupposedtobe?" Cato, 
angry and in despair, proceeded to urinate on 
Daryl Parker's bag. 
The Federalists arrived shortly thereaf-
ter, dressedas the New Kids on the Block. They 
were promptly escorted to the door by Todd, 
oneofthetenantsoftheratherlargeapartment 
at573 Linwood, who "justdidn't like the way 
they looked.'• The Federalists, bitter about 
theirrudeexclusion, tried to sway young, naive 
first years away from the festivities. They 
failed miserably, as the rcAthcr large apar1mcnt 
at 573 Linwood AVl-'OUC soon teemed with 
anxious, nervous outline-for-criminal-law-
seekers. A few of them logged on to one 
tenant'sCommodore64 to review 5.25" disks 
in search of said outlines. Michael pulled the 
plugandpromptlyescortedthemtothekeg. All 
appeared to be much happier. 
Members from the NLG, who arrived 
separately but at the same time in affinnation 
of their individuality and co-dependence, be-
gan to squabble with the Feds on the front lawn 
about the Thomas hearings. Luckily, Jim 
Maisano arrived almost immediately dressed 
as an NFL referee. After making the parties 
wait twenty minutes while he reviewed the 
film, he declared that the play stood as called 
and ushered everyone into the rather large 
apartment at 573 Linwood. The aforemen-
tioned tenant-bouncer, overwhelmed by the 
large crowd flowing through his rather large 
front door, stormed off to his bedroom and 
slammed the door. Scott Rudnick, dressed as 
Jerry Garcia sporting a powder blue leisure 
suit, swore that Cato quietly joined the agi-
tated tenant-bouncer in his bedroom to offer 
solace. There were no other witnesses to offer 
comment, however many did admire his lei-
sure suit/white bucks ensemble. 
The party quickly moved inlo full swing. 
Thethirdlreg was tapped by DarrylMcPherson ! 
( dr~ as the Good Humor Man) after con-
sulting with the A/V Department to iron out 
scvcrcil technical difficulties and referring to 
the Miss Manners Party Manual. The Nutri-
grclin Jcl 1-o was passed out by Pro l~lrs Bhun 
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and Ewing after they danced a passionate 
Lambada to cement their new-found relation-
ship. JerryGarcia,a.k.a. Scott Rudnick in the 
aforementioned white bucks, swore that a 
settlemento ffer involving royalties on ' ' Kids 
Who Kill" was made, but there were no other 
witnesses to confirm acceptance on either 
party, s part. 
The New Kids on the Block performed 
the traditional rap and the partygoers per-
formed the traditional "boo-them-off-the-
stage.'' 
The Feds testified that they all had 
undergone severe and extensive electrolysis 
and bikini waxing for their costumes, and if 
they dido 'twin the prize for Best Costume, a 
class-action suit would be promptly filed. 
Unfortunately, Michael Radjavitch informed 
them that all o fthe funds had been encumbered 
for beer, and while the debate still raged on 
among theanalMarc-Hirschfieldretentive, the 
resfofthe revelers imbibed blithely unaware. 
The SBA Reporter tried to take copious 
notes on the happenings at the SBA Party, but 
was continually distracted by one of the ten-
ants. When the Buffalo Police came, threaten-
ing to bust up the party, they were told that it 
wasaProjectRescueftmd-raiser,and they left 
without a word. There was almost a riot as the 
males present fought for the attention of the 
SBA 's Blonde Brigade, led by VP Katie 
Sullivan. In an ironic twist of fate, all of them 
were dressed as Marilyn Monroe. 
In theweehoursofthenight, thecelebra-
tionraged on. Shortly after 2 a.m., a busload of 
men dressed as cosmonauts crashed the party, 
and deposited eight industrial size 55-gallon 
drumsofglowing,green ''chip dip.'' Angela 
Gottimmediatelydescendeduponthedipwith 
a handful o fRuffles, and declared it ' 'the best 
jalepeiio dip yet made'' to all within earshot, 
which happened to include all patients at 
Millard Fillmore Hospital and a few of the 
residentsofForestLawn. Therestoftheoverly 
skeptical law students took a few whiffsofthe 
troubled melange but stuck to Mike's Chili 
Peptang. 
Norbert appeared as Norbert Bates, 
twisted brother of the psychotic Norman Bates, 
clad in a platinum wig and a tattered house-
dresshewowedtehcrowdwithhisduckimper-
sonations. Continually asking ''Whichwayis 
the bathroom? Which way is the bathroom?,'• 
Norbert finally deposited himself in the hall-
way, declaring it to be the smoking lounge of 
the party. Despite the vigorous urgings o fhis 
fellow classmates, Norbert refused to move 
and cited his penumbra of rights and liberties 
firmly lodged in Article IX of the United States 
Constitution. 
At 4 a.m., the entire party drew lots in a 
tribute to the new registration system. and each 
pleasure-seeker paired up with the individual 
who held the number required to equal three 
hundred, the average place in line for SUNY-
Buffalo students. Those participating were 
then left to their own devices. 
1991 Desmond Memorial Fright Night Memories 
Moot Court Competition 
Winners 
Carla Goldstein and K. Jill Barr 
Finalists 
Michael Culp and Michelle Parker 
Semi-Finalists 
Colleen Joseph and MaryWydysh 
David Niles and Eric Nordby 
Quarter Finalists 
Eric Fitzgerald and Michael Hewitt 
Andrew O'Brien and Jack Canzoneri 
Thomas Callahan and Lynette Gohr 
Marc Hirschfield and Kim Danzi 
Scott Rudnick and Roger Sagerman 
Best Brief Awards 
I) David Niles and Eric Nordby 
2) David Lask and MichaelVargha 
3) Andrew O'Brien and Jack Canzoneri 
4) Linda Chodos and Kathy O'Connor-Esack 
5) Srikant Ramaswami and Erik Marks 
Best OralistAwards 
I) Michael Hewitt 
2) Carla Goldstein 
3) Scott Rudnick 
4) Jennifer Pitarresi 
5) Deanna Nelson 
by Angela Gott 
I was born on May 19, 1951 and was 
raisedin Louisville, Kentucky. I rememberthe 
Halloween after my second birthday. My 
parents figured I was still too young to know 
what was going on and so they sort of' 'set me 
up'' -- I was told to go downstairs and answer 
thedoor. 
There I was in only my little t-sbirt and 
underpants, barefootandholding onto the ban-
nister as I went down one step at a time 
constantly looking back at my parents who 
were getting smaller and smaller as I contin-
ued down the staircase. I keptlooking back for 
reassurance and they kept urging me to go 
forward and finally I reached the massive 
heavy oak door. !reached up high to grasp and 
turn the large brass doorknob and to my shock 
and terror there were the strangest creatures all 
yelling at once and waving grocery bags that 
were orange. The whole event was unlike 
anything I had ever experienced in my short 
frame o freference. 
The evening had already been out of 
routine--my Mom for some reason had putme 
down for my nap on her bed and I had not been 
awakened for dinner. When I awoke, it was 
dark and I was cranky and hungry and upset at 
the changes in my routine. I went downstairs 
and found that my Dad was already home and 
they were eating withoutme. They were not in 
the kitchen eating, which was unusual, and 
they were not in the dining room which was 
used for company. This time, they were eating 
on a small card table with only candlelight and 
it was near the front doorway of the living room 
on the hallway by the entrance to our upstairs 
apartment. 
I was chilly in only my underwear and 
hungry and they wouldn ' t put me in warm 
clothing and they wouldn ' t put me in my 
highchair and they wouldn ' t feed me the way 
they usually did. No, they were banding down 
piecesofmeatfromthetopofthetableofftheir 
platesandgivingmesipsofwhitewineoutof 
heavy green goblets that they wouldn ' tlet me 
hold. Then they asked me to answer the door, 
something they had never done before. 
Errata So I was screaming with terror at these 
••• ind b 
Mis U d 
· h · . . . scary escri ablecreatures,rememberlwas 
spe e namesmp otosmtheOctober16, 19911ssueoffheOplillonwerePenelope nl tw d half Id 
StothersandTomCannavo. o ~ oan a yearso somyvocabulary 
Kim Danzi was mistakenly identified as the present President of the International Law available for description was limited, all I 
Society. She is in fact the past president. 
, 
knewwasthatlhadneverseenpeopleorbeings 
like this in my life and I was scared and I wet 
my pants. I was not in diapers because I was a 
''big girl'' at the time. So I was standing in a 
warm puddle but freezing from the night air and 
scared and crying and frozen -- and I couldn't 
move---
I kept looking back up atmy parents for 
helponlytheywereallsmilingandlaughingat 
meandldidn'tknowwhy--Ihadnoideawhy 
theyweresohappywhenlwassounhappy! All 
this was happening so quickly butthese1Vere,..._ 
my feelings and reactions. The creatures to~ ... '):-. 
mercy onme -- they pulled off their coverings 
on their heads to reveal they were mom's 
dancing school pupils -- I dido ' t know them 
well because they were "big kids' 'butl'dseen 
themcorningandgoingoutofmyfolk'sbase-
ment dance studio below the big house my 
great grandmother owned and below the up-
stairs apartment where I lived. 
So once they identified themselves and 
removed my fear, I r~zed my folks were 
down there now putting some tiny orange pieces 
of something -- orange and yellow things that 
looked weird -- my Dad gave me one and told 
me it was candy com. I ate it but I dido ' t like 
it. The kids left and others rep laced them at the 
door and my parents were busy trying to give 
them candy com and get the door closed and 
then setabout wiping up my accident and I was 
so embarrassed at what I had done but I was 
more angry atmy parents. 
I knew they had done something bad to 
me but I couldn'tquite figureoutwhatexactly, 
only how I felt all during the trawnatic expe-
rience. I had expectations of what my parents 
were supposed to do for me, based on their 
routine behavior and treatment of me. 
In retrospect, I now know why they were 
set up at the makeshift cardtable near the top 
of the stairs -- so they could bear the doorbell 
andbeonhandtoanswertbedoorfortrick-or-
treaters. I understand now, why they had not 
bothered to explain to meabouttheconceptof 
Halloween-- figuring I wastooyoungtounder-
stand. Asanadultcbild of alcoholics, I know 
now why I dido' t get a proper meal that night 
and why I wasallowedtooversleepandwby I 
was set up like I was -- they were operating 
undertheinfluenceofalcohol! 
I 0,000 Maniacs plus One 
by Srikant Ramaswami, News Editor 
Whenlwenttoseethe 10,000Maniacs 
at the Marquee a week ago, I had mixed feel-
ings. Ononehandlhadheardsomeoftheirjams 
and enjoyed them. On the other hand, I dido 't 
know enoughaboutthebandortheirmusic. But 
when Jamal Aruri urged me into going, I de-
1977 appearanceofBilly Joel at The Paradise 
in Boston I don't believe I have ever had such 
fun. The concert was so good that we decided 
to go again, the next night 
SBA Party 
The next evening was even better be-
cause Natalie visibly looked better. She danced 
like a gypsy on acid swaying circularly while 
I gave Natalie Merchant a rose, and she gave me two 
flowers in exchange. I felt I knew her. I felt I had lived 
with the music of the "Maniacs" for decades. 
cided to brave it. 
The Marquee is a neat little club down 
in Buffalo where audiences have a chance to 
get real close to the entertainers. Thus, before 
the show began. Jamal was nudged by a woman 
who quickly made her way towards the stage 
and disappeared behind the curtains. Jamal 
was excited. He had just realized that it was in 
fact Natalie Merchant, the lead singer of the 
Maniacs who had touched him! 
As the show began, I began to see why 
maniacs fans loved the shows. Despite a nag-
ging cold, Natalie Merchant gave it her all. 
Andsodid the band. We danced hard, and sang 
loud. In fact it made me think that bl.-sides the 
her band catered to a level of mania. The 
audiences were on fire. It was time for me to do 
the unthinkable. 
I gave NatalieMerchantarose, and she 
gave me two flowers in exchange. I feltlknew 
her. I felt I bad lived with the music of the 
Maniacs for decades. I felt like every fifteen 
bucks ofmy ticket had been worth it. I even 
wentoutandboughtanalburnortwo. Natalie 
MerchantstruckmeasoneofthemosttaJented 
acts in show biz today- highly underrated, yet 
clearly a genius. 
9pm Halloween Night 
573 LinwoodAvenue 
at Michael and Hank's 
"rather large apartment 
with five kegs'' 
$2 at door With 
costume 
Prizes for Best 
Costumes 
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Fron, the Desk 
of the President 
by BrianP. Madrazo 
October29, 1991 
General 
The SBA did not meet last week due to 
theMootCourtCompetition. However.much 
has happened behind the scenes which has 
affected, is affecting or will affect students. 
First, let me congratulate the Moot Court 
Board for putting on the Desmond Moot Court 
Competition and also those who made it through 
the competition. 
CongratsarealsoinorderforBPILPfor 
a tremendous Public Interest Awareness Week 
and LGLSO for putting ona very informative 
National Coming Out Week. Their success 
was due in large part to planning and coordina-
tion with many facets of the school, and the 
SBA congratulates them for bringing to the 
campus such a wide diversity of events. 
One facet of the school that is often 
overlooked when planning these events is the 
SBA. Allgroupswhoareplanninglargeevents 
should contact the SBA as soon as possible to 
help work through possible pitfalls with re-
spect to room scheduling and, ofcourse, financ-
ing and reimbursing. 
Constitution 
The SBA Board of Directors will be 
voting to approve a new constitution at our 
meeting on October 31 , 199 l. lfapproved by a 
two thirds vote, the constitution will be brought 
to the student body in a referendum for ratifi-
cation. It must get a majority of the students 
voting in orderto be ratified. If ratified it would 
gointoeffectJanuary 1, 1991 . Ifapprovedby 
the Board a copy of the old constitution and the 
proposed changes will be published in Ifil< 
Opinion and both the old and the new docu-
ments will be on file in the SBA office. 
Recreation and Intra murals 
Asyouread this article a survey is being 
conducted by R& I atbothAlumniArenaand 
Clark.Gymtodetermineusageofthefacilities. 
The results of this survey will be used to help 
determinetheamounttheSBApaystoR&Ito 
allow law students to use the facilities. 
Last year the SBA paid three thousand 
six hundred dollars to R & I in order that law 
students wou Id be allowed to use the facilities. 
This year R & I has billed the SBA ahnost five 
thousand dollars, half of which is due by No-
vember 5, 1991. Now,youmayaskyourselfa 
number of questions such as: If R & I has 
already billed the SBA what is the use of the 
survey? Did the SBA allocate five thousand 
dollars to R & I during the spring budget 
process? Did R& I know what they would be 
billing the SBA in the spring? 
Theanswertothosequestionsis 1) Ihave 
been assured that the billing was ''tentative'' 
and that the survey was more of a long tenn 
thing, 2) SBA allocated only 3,600 dollars 
during last spring 's budget process and 3) R & 
I made up its budget in the spring as well and 
acopy ofthatbudgetreveals thatR& I included 
as Revenue an SBA contribution of, yep you 
guessed it, abnost five thousand dollars. 
The SBA needs information from you 
the students on what you think ofR & I and 
whetherornotSBA should pay a lump sum. The 
alternative is that each student who wished to 
use theR & I would ha veto pay for apermitand 
the figures I have heard being talked about 
include fifty to one hundred dollars per year. To 
that end a survey will be put in your boxes 
within a week. Please take the time to fill out 
the survey and return to a drop box in the 
mailroom. The average time to fill out the 
survey is 15.2 seconds. 
Law School Phone Directory 
TheSBAandPhiAlphaDeltaareinthe 
process of putting together a law school direc-
tory. It will includealllawstudentsnamesand 
boxnurnbersandasmanyaddressesandphone 
numbers as we can get. A mailing will be put 
in your mailboxes on Tuesday October29, 1991 
asking you to complete the information and 
return it to a drop box in the mailroom. If you 
do not complete and return this mailing by 
November 1, 1991 the SBA will not publish 
youraddressorphonenumber. If you wish only 
yourphonenurnbertobeincludedthenindicate 
thatontheform. Thedirectorywillbedistrib-
uted free ofcharge to all law students, faculty 
and student groups. The average time to com-
pletethemailinganddrop itinthebox is I0.678 
seconds, unless thereisacrowdin themailroom. 
SBA Halloween Party 
October 31, 199 l, Michael R. 's and 
HankN.'s house. Directionsinyourmailboxes 
and on signs, five kegs, wine, munchies, door 
prizes for best costume etc .. Enough Said!!! 
See you there. 
Red Cross Blood Drive 
On Monday November 4 and Tuesday 
November 5, 1991 theSBAissponsoring,along 
with the Graduate Management Association, 
a Blood Drive in theFirstFloor Lounge. If you 
wish to sign up for an appointment please stop 
by the SBA office by Friday at noon. Walk- ins 
are encouraged, the whole process takes about 
an hour. Pleaseeat~yougivebloodand 
try not to engage in especially heavy drinking 
thenightbefore. Hopetoseemanyofyouthere, 
the goal is fifty units which is basically fifty 
people. Of course more than fifty is also good. 
Informational Meeting 
On Tuesday November 5, 199 l, in re-
sponse to requests from members of the first 
year class, the SBA is sponsoring an 
informational session on the current status of 
the Research and Writing Program. All first 
years are encouraged to attend this important 
lookintothedirectionofaprogramwhichwill 
affect the rest of your law school career. The 
meetingwillbeinroom I 06at5pmandmembers 
of the SBA, the Research and Writing 
Committee and the administration will be 
theretoanswerquestionsandhopefullyidentify 
problems at a time when some solutions are 
available. Come prepared to ask questions and 
voice your concerns. The SBA hopes to seeyou 
. nextTuesday. 
Student Wide Judiciary 
Although thisdoesnotaffectmany law 
students I thought itimportantenough to pass 
along. SWJ is the judicial arm of the 
undergraduates and graduate students. Law 
students are not currently under the SW J's 
jurisdiction, however, a law student may ac-
ceptthe SW J's jurisdiction if the student wishes. 
At this time I would strongly recommend 
that no law student accept the court's jurisdic-
tion. The SW J has revised its Rules o fProce-
dure in seeming violation ofits own bylaws and 
until this matter is resolved I remain skeptical 
of the courts ability to adjudicate. I will keep 
you updated as soon as I receive more informa-
tion. 
Student Treasurers 
There will be a mandatory student trea-
surer meeting on Wednesday November 6, 
1991 at4:30orThursdayNovernber7, 1991 at 
3 :30 p.m. in the first floor lounge. A student 
club treasurer or president must attend one of 
these meetings to discuss reimbursements for 
next semester and current problems. There are 
no exceptions, see you there. 
Finally 
The SBA will meet every Thursday at 
5 :00 p.m. in room 210 until the week before 
Thanksgiving. Stop in and let usknowwhatyou 
think, or drop by theofficeand gives usa piece 
ofynur mind. l Jntil next time. 
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SBA: Up Close & Personal 
by Natalie A. Lesh, Special S.BA. 
Correspondent 
Anyone observing the S.B.A. 
meeting last Thursday would find it hard 
tobelievethatthegroupofpeoplepresent, 
namely the Class Directors and the 
Executive Board, was the same group I 
have been describing for the last couple 
of weeks. The meeting was incredible! 
As Second Year Director Scot Fisher 
pointed out, it ''ran like a finely tuned 
machine.'' While I was encouraged by 
the friendly and cooperative atmosphere 
of the meeting, I cannot say that it sur-
prised me, given the shortand particu-
larlyuncontroversialnatureoftheagenda. 
ltdid,however,causemetostep back and 
re-evaluate my previous perceptions of 
theS.B.A. 
M.anypeoplehavecommentedthat 
my descriptions of the S.B.A. meetings 
have been too harsh. While I will admit 
that they have been critical, Ido not think 
that this criticism is misplaced. Instead, 
I believe that my impressions are 
consistent with my position as an 
impartial (for the most part, anyway) 
observer. As such, however, they are 
necessarily at odds with the impressions 
of those involved in the S.B.A. - a per-
spective I have largely ignored thus far. 
Don't get me wrong- I do not wish to 
apologize or make excuses for what I 
have written. I think that it is important, 
though, to putitinto some kind o fcontext. 
The primary objectofmycriticism 
has been the constant bickering among 
the Directors. As I have stated previously, 
this behavior is extremely frustrating and 
tiresome to watch week after week. What 
I have neglected to add, however, is that 
I am g_!a_d that this bickering takes place. 
It demonstrates that the Directors care 
enoughabouttheissuesbeforetheS.B.A. 
to vigorously debate them. It shows that 
they areconcemed with trying to resolve 
the problems facing the law school 
community. And it indicates their 
willingness to give up every Thursday 
evening in order to promote the varied 
and diverse interests which exist at UB 
Law School. 
It would be very easy for the 
Directorstositbackanddonothingatthe 
meetings, letting the issues drift by 
without addressing the merits. It is 
refreshing to know that these elected 
representatives are actively performing 
their duties in tackling the issues without 
hesitation. Silence at the S.B.A. 
meetingswouldbeanoticeablepresence, 
and wouldreflectanapathy inappropriate 
for such a forum. The Directors are not 
afraid to voice their opinions, regardless 
o fthe conflict and controversy they may 
be inviting. Although it may seem thatl 
have failed to appreciate this fact, I have 
been keenly awareofthestrong sense of 
responsibility felt by each S.B.A. 
member. 
The situation is far from ideal, 
however. I still maintain that the 
members of the S.B.A. could show a 
little more respect for one another, and 
for opinions with which they disagree. 
Nonetheless, theroleofthe S.B.A. is to 
represent the needs and concerns of the 
students, and it is most important that 
this be successfully accomplished, with 
or without pleasantries. 
Important Spring Registration Dates 
Distribution of pre-registration materials- all students 
November 6-pick up at A & R,304 O'Brian 
RETIJRNPRE-REGISTRATIONMATERIALS 
Nov .13 - third year students- by lottery• 
Nov. 14 - second year students -by lottery• 
Nov.15- first year.students 
Nov .19 - last day to return pre-registration materials 
SnIDENT ACCOUNfS 
Nov. 19 - $0 .00 balance due so that pre-registration materials will not be 
checkstopped 
HEALTH SERVICE 
Proofofmeasles immunization must be submitted to health service by Nov. 19. 
Please note: 1st year and transfer students , failure to do so will result in an inability 
to register for Spring semester courses. 
Distribution of Schedule Cards - Dec. 4 
*When pre-registration materials are returned by second and third year students 
to the A & R counter in Room 304, the student involved will select a number from a 
box corresponding to the student's class. This number will be placed on the pre-
registration form and receipt Pre-registration forms will be scanned according to these 
mnnbers. 
MootCourt 
rontinued from page 1 
ence between sexual harassment and battered 
woman'ssyndrome,andtheanalogyto Bernard 
Goetz and New York Penal Law's justification 
statute,§ 3 5.15. AlthoughJudgesCallahan and 
Doerrwereveryquiet,DeanFilvaroffmadeup 
for their silence with a barrage of very well 
thought out questions. 
In the end, the court ruled in favorofthe 
petitioners - K. Jill Barr and Carla Goldstein. 
Michelle Parker and Michael Culp were the 
runners-up. According to the judges, the scores 
were very close and they were quite impressed 
with how each year's moot court competitors 
have shown improvement over past partici-
pants. 
Many of the competitors and Board 
members gathered at the Clubhouse Restau-
rantthatevening, where awards w~announced 
and Dean Filvaroff presented the Michael 
Dillon award to Carla Goldstein and K. Jill 
Barr. In addition, BAR-BRI provided the win-
ners with a$450 scholarship toward their bar 
review course. 
SBA Meetings every 
Thursday 5:00 pm 
ll0O'Brian 
COMPUTER LAB OPEN 
Student Protest JAG Corps Interviews 
conttimtedfrompage 1 
criminated to use University facilities and staffto recruit on the UBcampus. 
This was followed in February 1990 by the Law School COO and Adminis-
tration secretly inviting the military Judge Advocate General's Corps 
(JAG), (an employer who refuses to hire gay and lesbian students)toconduct 
interviews on campus. 
The new fourth floor law school computer lab 
opened Monday October 21. Seven of the fifteen 
Macintosh SE computers use high density disks 
whiletheremaininglimittheusertodoubledensity 
disks. Word Perfect and MS Word are available for 
students to use for word processing. Tom, the Com-
puter Lab Manager, is quite willing to teach students 
how to use Word Perfect in groups of eight to ten 
students. Students may formagroupandseehimto 
set up a timie when the group can attend for a ninety 
minute session to become familiar with Word Per; 
feet. Some find MSW ordeasier and it may be learned 
easily with theassistanceofany attendantto get the 
useroverinitialroughspots. 
There are two laser printers and two image 
writer dot matrix printers. Students are asked to show 
their law school identification, and if they print using 
the laser printer they 'II be required to pay later for 
their printing as the magnetic card system is still 
~l J: wA-1,- ~-«. ~ 
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being worked out. All dot matrix printing is free. 
A student using the computer lab will need two 
disks -- one will be the boot up disk to get the student 
onto the system and the other will be the data disk 
which will store theworkproduced by the student. An 
envelope program for addressing envelopes to go with 
coverlettersandresumeshasbeenorderedandwillbe 
on line soon. 
Soon, WestLawandLEXISwillbeavailablein 
the lab on the Macintosh computers. 
The new lab's hours are 9am to 9pm Monday 
through Friday and noon to 6pm on Saturday and 
Sunday. Students are asked to supply statistics to 
demonstrate most demand. The staff is currently 
developing a system to run the lab after hours at night, 
duringholidaysandonweekendsusingvolunteerhelp. 
This will come once the lab is operating smoothly and 
students demonstrate the need for further flexibility in 
the operating schedule. 
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On October 11, I 990, on National Coming OutDay, a celebration of 
gay and lesbian pride and identity, the University invited the Marint:JAG 
Corps to recruit at the Law School. Law students released and filed a 
complaint to the New York State Division of Human Rights alleging that 
the University was discriminating against gay and lesbian students by 
providing services and benefits to known discriminatory employers. 
On September 19, I 991, the New York State Division of Human 
Rights, Office of Lesbian and Gay Concerns issued a decision and order 
regarding the complaint filed October 11, 1990. The order states that SUNY 
at Buffalo must cease and desist using state funds or resources to assist 
employers who discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation from recruit-
ing on campus. This has been interpreted to include the United States Armed 
Forces. The Order is based on Governor Cuomo 's Executive Order 28.1, 
which prohibits state agencies from discriminating on the basis of sexual 
orientation. 
This October, SUNY at Buffalo has announced its decision to appeal 
the Order. The plaintiff in the action has secured representation for the 
appeal fromLambdaLegal Defense and Education Fund. And so the struggle 
continues. 
K. Jill Barr, who spoke at the protest, stated that it was important to 
let the military know that they were no longer welcome if they discriminated 
against gays, lesbians, the aged, handicapped, and so on. Jill added that this 
is an issue for all of us to realize. Equal treatment is the order of the day. 
Deadline for the 
next issue of 
The Opinion is 
November6 
HALF COURT PRESS 
WITH 
CRIMINAL 
INTENT 
John Messinetti was unable to start at his usual 
position, sweeper, but played fullback instead. 
Fullback Ira Levy replaced Hank in goal, and 
the rest of the roster was shuffled around to 
compensate for the missing starters. Under-
graduate ringer Paul O'Brien, a friend of cap-
tain Michael Radjavitch, played at the sweeper 
Constantine Kari des drives the ball toward the opponent's goal as midfielders Rob 
Cisneros and Francisco Duarte try to improve their position. 
by Michael Rad j avi.tch, 
Plwtography Editor 
On Saturday, October 19, the CRIMI-
NAL INTENT intramural soccer team played 
itsfirstgameofatwo-gameweekend. Unfor-
tunately, when they took the field against 
STIFF NIPPLE they were missing three im-
portant starting players. Goalie Hank Nowak, 
fullback Natalie Lesh and forward Constantine 
J<arides were not present. Also, the injured 
position, and newly recruited team member 
Doug Sylvester, a first year, was present as a 
muchneededback-up. 
AlthoughCRIMINALINTENTwasable 
to field a full team, with two substitutes, it was 
evident that the absenceofthedefensive start-
ers would haveaserious effecton the outcome 
of the game. Within only a few minutes the 
opposing team had established themselves as 
an offensive threat, and am is take by the make-
shift CRIMINAL INTENT defense allowed 
STIFF NIPPLE an easy shot on goal which 
sailed over Ira's outstretched hands and into 
the net. Losing byascoreofl-0, CRIMINAL 
INTENT increased the intensity of their of-
fense and managed to even the score before 
halftime. Stopper Michael Radjavitch had 
moved up the left side of the field and crossed 
the ball to forward Mark Skoultchi, who was 
just outside of the box. Mark then passed the 
ball into the box where Francisco Duarte was 
trying to get open, and Francisco scored on a 
great shot past two defenders and the goalie. 
Throughout the second half each team 
made numerous attempts to score and take the 
lead, but very few shots on goal were allowed 
continued on page 10 
MOOTS Lose 
Again &Again 
&Again 
by Norbert Higgins 
With a heartbreaking loss in overtime on 
Tuesday night , the Moots ended the 1991 
intramural basketball season with a 0-5 record. 
It was a tough season, during which the 
Mootsexperiencedmanyrosterproblems. After 
star forward/guard George Snyderwas lost for 
the season with a painful hangnail injury, only 
Mike Feliciano and Norbert Higgins managed 
to make itto every game. For the second game, 
a contingent of anonymous stars played for the 
Moots, however, what the Moots gained in 
talent they lost in team unity. They were 
defeated by a teamofovergrown man-boys, 55 
to 24. No one showed up to cheer the Moots. 
The third game was an exciting one, 
because only four Moots showed up--Higgins, 
Feliciano, second year Tim Stevens, and Manny. 
Gasping for breath, the Moots utilized the 
famous "NewportLight" offense, withHiggins 
trailing point guard Feliciano up the court and 
urging him to ' 'slow it down before I have a 
heart attack.' ' The opposing team had one big 
goonandlotsoftinyundergraduates with Va-
nilla Ice haircuts. The Moots inflicted many 
cheap-shot fouls on these little bastards, but 
lost nonetheless, 60-28. lfone more Moot had 
beenavailable,thingsmighthavebeendiffer-
ent. Asusual,nooneshoweduptocheeronthe 
Moots. 
In the fourthgame,theMootslost50-35. 
Second year law students Paul Dell, Chris 
Marks, and Hank Nowak were a welcome 
addition to the Moots' efforts, but again a lack 
of team unity allowed the opponents to tri-
umph. Noone showed uptocheeron the Moots. 
Thecavemousgymechoedwithmockinglaugh-
ter as the Moots slunk shamefaced back to their 
law books. 
In the fifth game, the team finally seemed 
to coalesce, with Dell, Feliciano, Higgins, 
Marks, and Nowak backed up by reserve point 
guard Manny. The opponents were malformed 
gym-rat undergrads. At the ten-minute mark, 
the Moots had reached an important mile-
stone: their first lead! Things seemed to be 
goingverywell,eventhoughnoonehadshowed 
up to cheer on the Moots. 
The referees for this game, as in all 
others, sucked. They simpered and giggled and 
flirted with the ugly girl who was keeping 
score. When one of the opponents stuck his 
greasy head right into center/point guard Marlcs • 
stomach, a pimply referee with the face of 
Frankenstein called Marks for a charge. For-
ward/center Nowak's arms gained new 
scratches every time he approached the basket, 
but nary a whistle was heard on behalf of the 
co11tim1ed on page I 0 
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Rex Imprimatur 
Captain'sLog: 10/16191 
The tides of change have once more 
broughtmyship,theU.CCHoncho,out.ofdry-
dock and placed it upon the seas in search of 
spoils. My crew and I set sail out of Port 
Placidity, having languished like the lotus-
eaters ofHomer in a prodigal manner befitting 
idiot children of the wealthy and intelligen-
tsia. It was only by ourcunningandstrengthof 
will that we escaped the enticements of the 
over-indulgence that had marked our exist-
ence. That and the fact that the cable channels 
had been destroyed by tropical storm Jack, an 
anomaly not quite strong enough to be a full-
fledged hurricane but dangerous nonetheless. 
Weleftportamidrumorsthatoursome-
time-comrade-but-mostly-party-crasher, L.D. 
Silver, had been captured and thatasubsequent 
trial was held in his honor. Our thoughts were 
on L.D ., albeit confused thoughts that tried to 
assimilate all the infonnation. We were left 
in a veritable quandary, with our belief in 
hwnankind shaken to its core. Our collective 
conscious was riddled with divisive thoughts 
andthetaskofdistinguishingbetweenatempt-
ressana lasciviouscur. Thesadthingwasthat 
L.D. wasnotanoriginal thinker,justafoolon 
the hill. 
Oncemorewewereatsea,readytotake 
on the forces of nature and those ofhwnankind 
that dared pit themselves against the U. C. C. 
Honcho flying theJolly Roger. Onourfirstday 
out there was little to encounter. The seas of 
publicitywerecalmasfewpeoplewereready 
to make substantial waves over the L.D. con-
troversy. 
Captah 'sLog: 10/19/91 
The past few days have been melded into 
one, with little to change the scenery exceptan 
occasionalalbatross. However, today we have 
sighted the Charles S. Desmond, an ungainly 
craft noted for its ponderous movement and 
slow procedure but a juggernaut nonetheless, 
plowing through the foamy brine. In an annual 
display ofblood thirsty barbarism, scores of 
smaller craft flocked about in an effort to take 
the noted brass ring from the figurehead, each 
sloop dancing on the waves to the rhythm set by 
the Desmond as it swayed fitfully over the 
swellsoftheocean. I'mconvinced theDesmond 
will not be vanquished 'til Apollo's Chariot 
journeys seven times through the firmament. 
WITH CRIMINAL INTENT 
continued f rompage 9 
by either side. Most of the action during this 
time centered around theotherteam's players 
and their whining complaints to the referees 
about CRIMINAL INTENT' s physical play. 
However, with only three minutes left in the 
game, CRIMINALINTENf lost the ball while 
pushing it into theotherteam's sideofthe field 
and this resulted in a breakaway for STIFF 
NIPPLE. Before the defense could react, the 
other team's forwards were in the box and they 
scored the winning goal. This disheartening 2-
1 loss dropped CRIMIN AL INTENf 'srecord 
to l-2,andforcedthernintoamust-winsituation 
for their last two games. 
On Sunday ,CRIMINALINTENf played 
a make-up game against the HOLY ROLLERS, 
the undergraduate team representing the 
Campus Crusade for Christ. This game was 
very different from that of the previous day, 
however, because CRIMINAL INTENT's 
starting defense was present and at full strength. 
Hank Nowak was back in goal, Ira Levy and 
Natalie Lesh were at fullback, Michael 
Radjavitch was at stopper, andJohnMessinetti 
was well enough to take the field at his usual 
sweeper position. The individual skills of 
theseplayersarenottheonlythingsthatmake 
this defensive team so good, but also the fact 
that they play so well together. 
The two teams were very evenly 
matched, and noneofthe shots taken by either 
team during the first half resulted in a score. 
CRIMINAL INTENT had far more 
opportunities in the second half, but both 
The Desmond is a proud craft, and rightfully so, 
as it has gathered to it noted personalitieso fthe 
realm. Yet, I have heard spurious calwnny 
from rumourmongers that the Desmond ex-
tracts a price from its crew hitherto hidden 
among the initial sought troves. 
Captain's Log: 10/24-25/91 
With a select group I have taken upon 
desperate measures in securing anew crew for 
my ship. With a hired wagon I ventured into 
Capital City with the sordid intent of 
shanghaiing some hapless individuals into 
servitude on the Honcho. I had convinced 
myselfof thenecessity ofsuch a nefarious task. 
Using the public good and similar rubric as 
inducements I intended to convince others of 
the altruistic nature and spiritual benefits of 
workingaboardavesselthatputthewelfareof 
others before thato fits very crew. My fortune 
was marred by the slaughterhouse approach of 
i:nany and diverse organizations attempting to 
lure unsuspecting souls into fates worse than 
those designed by Hades himself. The reams 
ofpaperthatexchangedhandsthatdayspelled 
thedeathofcountlessarborealbrethren. While 
I stood transfixed in the grips of an unshakable 
horror watching the carnage unfold as I stood 
within its very midst, I received word from my 
crew that the Desmond was hours away from 
capitulating. The annual feasting upon the 
carcass would be less than two sunsets hence. 
Filled with disgust at the frenzied process I 
gathered my band and we sojourned that very 
eve. 
Captain'sLog: 10/27/91 
Oncemoreaboard theHondw, news has 
reached me that the Barr-Goldstein garnered 
the laurel that accompanies the brass ring of 
victory. Havingpersonallymetthecrewofthat 
schooner, their success only reinforces my 
conviction in their proficiency of maneuvering 
inanencounterofthisnature. Onasombernote 
it is beconung painfully obvious that the 
populace of thatcheerily titled region known 
as Suny Ab luff is less than pleased with the 
performance of its town elders. While the 
White Pro fit, known to those disgruntled sec-
tors as the usurping leader of the demesne, had 
run into financial strains that defied irrational 
thought. ThereisacloudonthehoriwnofSuny 
Ablutrsfuture. Ipraytheyareequaltothetask. 
defenses were able to maintain the status quo 
fortheremainderofregtilation play. Much of 
this credit goes to the goalies, especially the 
HOLY ROLLERS back-up goalie who was 
forced to make numerous saves after coming in 
to replace their injured starter. 
With the game ending in a 0-0 tie, a five 
minuteovertimeperiod was played and CRIMI-
NALINTENf showed justhow good they are. 
CRIMINAL INTENT won the toss, opted to 
take the ball, and scored almost immediately. 
Midfielder Rob Cisneros intercepted a poor 
pass, passed the ball to an open Mark Skoultchi. 
and Mark then pushed the ball into the box. 
Francisco Duarte was ready for it and he fired 
the ball into the net, giving CRIMINAL IN-
TENf a 1-0 lead. With the lead, and only four 
minutes remaining, CRIMINAL INTENT 
played very aggressive defense and kept the 
balloutoftheirsideofthefield. Thisdefensive 
effort lead to numerous scoring opportunities 
as CRIMINALINTENf 's forwards took sev-
eral shots on goal during thenextthree minutes. 
Rob Cisneros again made a key play as he 
chased down a deflected ball in front of the 
HOLYROLLERSgoal. Inanattempttogetto 
the ball, the goalie blatantly fouled Rob from 
behind, and the referee blew the whistle. Rob 
placed the resulting penalty shot into the lower 
lefl comer of the goal, making the final score 
2-0. ThisvictorygaveCRIMINALINTENfa 
2-2 record, with one game remaining in regular 
season. 
CRIMINAL INTENT played its last 
gameofthe regular season this past Saturday. 
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Fellowship Funds 
The Charles Revson Foundation has announced the availability o fLaw Students 
Publiclnterest(LSPIN) Fellowships for law students interested in working in public 
interest positions. Stipends of$ 3,250 are available for first and second year law students 
attendinglawschoolinNewYorkandNewJerseywhohavesecuredvolunteersummer 
placements with public interest organizations in the New York Metropolitan area. 
The 1992 LSPIN Fellowship Program is being administered by the Root-Tilden-
Snow Program at New York University School of Law. Up to 50 grants will be made 
to students working full time for ten weeks during the summer o fl 992. Applications 
and details are available in the Dean's office and in the Career Development Office. 
LSPIN encourages all interested students to apply. 
Deadline for applications is Friday, January 31, 1992. Awards will be announced 
byFriday,March6, 1992. 
Letters to the Editor ... continued 
I am writing this letter to clear up a few misconceptions which I felt were tendered 
bytherecentOpinionarticleentitled "LULU: HazardousWasteaslncome?" (Oct. 16, 
1991). The article described a recent talk by Mr. Herbert Inhaber, an environmental 
analyst, on a method of dealing with hazardous wasate and other potentially unwanted 
land uses. Theaspecto fhazardous wastewhichMr. lnhaber addressed wasnotwherethere 
should be hazardous waste, but given that there is hazardous waste, what is the best way 
to findasuitableplacetodisposeofit. The method presented by Mr. lnhaber, tennedthe 
''Reverse Dutch Auction,'' involvesofferinganincentive(money)toany (environmen-
tally suitable) municipality which is willing to host the site. If there are no takers, the 
incentive is increased until some municipality accepts the offer. I don't believe Mr. 
lnhaber in any way meant thata change in attitude would alleviate the problem ofchoosing 
ha7Mdous waste, but only that it would alleviate the problem ofchoosing ha7Mdous waste 
disposal sites. 
Elizabeth Beiring, 2L 
The A.W.L.S. "Adopt-a-1st-Year" Program's a Big Hit! 
by Erin Wolfe 
During the first month of this aca-
demic year, the Association ofW omen Law 
Students sponsored a program by which first 
year students were matched with second and 
third years, in an attempt to make the first 
year's transition into law school a little 
easier. Over25 percent of the law school's 
freshmen class signed up for the A.W.L.S 
"Adopt-a-First-Year'' program, with(,() adop-
tions being made in all. Response from the 
upper-classstudentswasenthusiasticaswell, 
ensuring asuccessful program. In fact, more 
2Ls and 3Ls volunteered than were needed! 
Many I Ls who participated found the 
program to be quite helpful. ''I thought(my 
upperclassadopter)was~helpful. It'sa 
wonderful program and I definitely want to 
participate next year to help out the incom-
They faced AZAD I, the only undefeated team 
in the division, and AZAD I showed why they 
were undefeated. Although CRIMIN AL IN-
TENf placed a great deal of pressure on their 
opponentsand tookmnnerousshotsongoal, one 
hitting the crossbar and one hitting a post, they 
were unable to score. AZADI, however, 
knocked in two in each half, winning by a score 
of4-0. With this disheartening loss, CRIMI-
NALINTENf'srecorddroppedto2-3 forthe 
season. 
A win would have guaranteed CRIMI-
NAL INTENT a playoffberth, however, the 
team's hopes no wrested upon the results o fthe 
following two games. Unfortunately, it simply 
wasnotmeantto be, and neitherofthe games 
ended with the victory that would have put 
CRIMINAL INTENT into the playoffs. With 
a three-way tie for third place, and each team 
havingbeatenoneoftheothers,itcamedown 
to a tally of goals against. The 4-0 loss on that 
day raised CRIMINAL INTENT's total to 
eight goals against and effectively knocked 
them 9ut of the playoffs; the other two teams 
tied for third place each had only seven goals 
against. Thus ended CRIMINAL INTENT' s 
third intramural soccer season. Congratula-
tions to all those involved: Co-captain Jorge 
Guerrero, Hank Nowak, Natalie Lesh, John 
Messinetti, Ira Levy, David Downie, 
Constantine Karides, Francisco Duarte, Mark 
Skoultchi, Marc Shatkin, David Chien, Frank 
Housh, John Justice, Barbara Sauer, Mark 
Schaefer, John Foudy, Doug Sylvester, and 
Paul O'Brien. Remember, the Spring season is 
only acoupleofmonthsaway! 
ing class," stated John Cody. "It's so 
helpful knowing that my adopter is there. 
Shewassowarmandopenoverthephone 
-itwasjustgreat Now,iflcouldbeadopted 
byachauffeur,alaundress,andachef,l'd -
be perfect!" exclaimed Jane Wade. Up-
per-class students benefited as well, fonn-
ing new friendships and new interests as a 
result of the adoptions. 
A.W.L.S. requests any ILs who 
signed up for the program buthavenotyet 
beencontactedbyanupper-classstudentto 
leave a note in Box 401. In addition, 
A.W.L.S. urges participating upper-class 
students to contact their 1 Ls to offer.helpful 
advice and moral support as the Class of 
1994 heads into its first round of final 
exams. 
MOOTS 
continued from page 9 
Moots. 
While these crappy calls contributed to 
the Moots' loss, what really killed them was 
missed shots. The Moots had a height advan-
tage, butheightdoesno good when the ball rolls 
around the rim and falls out. The Moots also 
lost the rebounding war. Every time Higgins 
leaped to grab the boards, it seemed that a pair 
oftiny,pudgy,gnome-likehandswouldcome 
outofnowhere to steal the ball. 
As theclock ticked down, the opponents 
caught up and gained a two-point edge. With 
ten seconds left, the Moots took the ball out 
from underneath the backboard. Nowak streaked 
acrossthekeyandwaswideopen. Heshot! Oh 
no, an airball! But Higgins grabbed the miss 
and withareverselayupworthy offioctor J., he 
sent the game into overtime. If anyone had 
been there to cheer on the Moots, it would have 
been an electric moment. 
The overtime period was too depressing 
to dwell upon. Suffice it to say that with five 
seconds left, Paul Dell blew it. Trying to bea 
hero,heflungupashotfromthehalf-courtline, 
even as three other Moots stood wide open at 
the three-point line, pleading for the ball as 
time trickled away. After the game, Dell 
claimed that he· 'used to make shots like that 
all the time.' ' 
The Moots were fonned in the Spring of 
1990. Theyhaveneverwonagame. Hopefully, 
next semester things will be different. 
L.A.L.S.A. 
"Dia de los Muertos" 
(dayofthedead) 
Halloween Pot Luck Dinner 
71 Windermere Blvd 
Thursday, October 3 I 
6:30p.m. 
NLG & Others sponsors .... : .. · 
1)resent 
Ambassador Clovis Maksoud 
Peace in the Middle East? · 
Ambassador Maksoud was the Permanent Observer of the League of Arab 
States in the United Nations, and the Arab League's chief representative to the 
United.Statesfrom 1979-1990 
Dr. Maksoud is the current Director of the Center forthe Study ofthe Global 
South at the School oflnternational Service at the American University. 
Wednesday,Novemberl3 
3:30pm Room109O'Brian11alt,Amherst~ll$ · , . ,,' 
Dr. Makspud is thecurrentDirectorof theCeot.er forthe Study ofth.e Global 
South at the School of International Service at the American University. 
Wednesday, November 13 
3 :30pm Room I 090' Brian Hall, Amherst Campus 
Dr. Maksoud willgivealater address at 7:30pm in room 14 7 Diefendorfon 
the Maio Street Campus. 
Refreshments will be provided by the W estem New York Peace Center and 
the Middle East Task Force. 
Human Rights Center 
Two weeksofHumao Rights Activities Nov. 4th to 15th. 
All events to be held in O' Brian Hall except where noted 
Tuesday,, Nov. 5 Abdallahi An'na'im 
2:30-4:30pm "IslamaodHumaoRights" 
5th floor faculty lounge 
Wednesday, Nov. 6 "Who Killed Vincent 
Chin" 
3 :30 -5 :00 pm Discussion on racism & Asian-Americans 
1 st floor lounge 
Co-sponsored by the Asian American Law Students Association 
Thursday, Nov. 7 "Indigenous Rights in 
Guatemala" 
12 :00 -2 :00 Miguel Quiej, rep ofQueiji Indians 
1st floor lounge 
Co-sponsored by the Western New York Peace Center & Latin 
American Solidarity Committee 
Wednesday, Nov. 13 "Native American 
Rights" 
12:00-2:00pmPaulWilliams,OrenLyons 
F acuity lounge 
Co-sponsored by Native American Peoples' Alliance, Graduate 
Group on Justice and Democracy 
3:30pm "Peace in the Middle East?" 
Room I 09 Dr. ClovisMaksoud, former Arab Leagueambassadortothe 
UNandU.S. 
7:30pm "Peace in the Middle East?" 
South Campus (same as above - Main Street campus) 
Thursday, Nov. 14 Discussion on the' 
situation in Haiti 
12:00 
1st floor lounge 
situation in Northern Ireland. 
5:00 1st Floor Lounge 
Research and 
Writing 
Informational 
Meeting 
Tuesday Nov. 5th 
Room 106 5:00 p.m. 
Blood Mobile 
Monday & Tuesday, 
November 4th & 5th 
I 0:00 a.m. - 4: 00 p.m. 
Mandatory 
Meeting 
for Student 
Group 
Treasurers 
Wed.Nov 
6th4:30pm 
orThur. 
Nov.7at 
3:30pm 
I st Floor Lounge 
Phi Delta Phi 
"How to prepare for Finals" 
Advice for I L's 
Wed.,Nov.6 
3:30pm, Rm I 08 
Mooters 
Board 
Positions to be 
announced on 
Nov. I st 
I st Floor 
Lounge 
• 
• 
• 
• 
BAR REVIEW 
You receive: 
When you register lor the BAR/BRI 
New York bar review course. 
■ A $230 DISCOUNT oli Iha $1325 bar 
review course lulllon. (Your tuition: $1095) 
■ The GIibert Mulllstale Diagnostic Cllnlc 
FREE. (Regular BAR/BRI student 
lulllon $95.) · · 
■ The New York Essav Advantage FREE. (Regular BAR/BRI sludenl lulllon $175.) ■ The Arthur MIiier CPLR Mini-Review f REE. (Regular BAR/BR I sludenl 
tuition $75.J 
BAR REVIEW 
MPRR COURSE LOCATION INFORMATION 
ALBANY LAW SCHOOL 
BRIDGEPORT LAW SCHOOL 
BUFFALO LAW SCHOOL 
CUNY LAW SCHOOL 
HOFSTRA LAW SCHOOL 
MANHATTAN 
PACE LAW SCHOOL 
RUTGERS LAW SCHOOL 
SETON HAU. LAW SCHOOL 
SYRACUSE LAW SCHOOL 
TOURO LAW SCHOOL 
U CONN LAW SCHOOL 
WNEC LAW SCHOOL 
YALE LAW SCHOOL 
Sata, 11/2 9AM - 1PM 
Sun., 11 /3 10AM - 2PM 
Sat., 11 /2 10:30AM - 2:30 PM 
Sat., 11/2 11AM - 3PM 
Wed., 10/30 8:30PM - 10:30PM 
A .. Sun., 10/27 LIVE 11AM -3PM 
B- Sun., 11/3 11AM - 3PM 
C-Thurs., 11n 6PM - 10PM 
D .. Sat., 11/9 11AM - 3PM 
E-Tuea., 11/12 6PM - 10PM 
Sat., 11 /2 10AM - 2PM 
Sat., 11/2 1PM - 5PM 
Sun., 11/3 11AM - 3PM 
Thurs., 11 n 5PM - 9PM 
Sun., 11/3 9AM - 1PM 
Sat., 11 /2 10AM - 2PM 
Sun., 11 /3 1 0AM - 2PM 
Sat., 11 /9 10AM - 2PM 
East Wang 
Room 14 
Room 108 
Room 135 
Room308 
Ramada Hotel at 
Madison Square Garden 
BAR/BRI Office 
BAR/BRI Ofr.ce 
BAR/BRI Ofr.ce 
BAR/BRIOffice 
Preston Hall-Room 401 
Room 108 
Room202 
Brooks Hal 
8217 
Knight Hall-Room 115 
Room A 
Room 128 
